Taneshia ("T") Canady Barton is a diplomatic disruptor, force multiplier, and storyteller. A

transformation and delivery executive obsessed with evolving and aligning organizations for purpose
and power, Mrs. Barton has transcended what others have seen as impossible by building
high-performing, customer-centric teams focused on reimagining the future, and cultivating the
entrepreneurial spirit and innovation culture within corporate environments. Across industries and
functions, Taneshia has built a track record for bringing broad corporate visions to life by developing
and executing hyperconnected, evidence-based roadmaps to lead organizations through periods of
significant change and ambiguity via strategic alignment and disciplined execution.
Over the past 15 years, Taneshia has been honored to serve as an Executive Management Consultant
and Chief Strategist focused on developing and executing strategies for game-changing growth
events (from post-close M&A activity to starting new business units on foreign soil). She currently serves
as a Lead within Google's Cloud Customer Experience organization focused on digital enterprise
strategy and innovation, where she wears the hats of Chief Strategist and Chief Transformation Officer
for industry leaders undergoing digital transformation. She also continues to dedicate her time as a
heralded coach and mentor across Alphabet (Google’s parent company) and beyond, as well as a
highly-sought speaker at internal and industry events.
Prior to Google, Mrs. Barton established and led the Security & Resiliency Organization's portfolio
delivery practice and digital transformation portfolios within Dell Technologies, while successfully
envisioning, incubating and scaling several complex, wide-reaching customer engagement initiatives
that led to significantly improved customer experience, employee productivity, and product delivery.
Throughout her career, she has been honored to help global enterprise clients establish
innovation-focused delivery practices, including her tenure as co-founder and CEO of the boutique
consultancy and advisory firm, ThinkPower.
She is said to "see the unseen and connect the dots" like no other and to be relentless in her pursuit of
excellence. She's a leader that builds leaders, teams, and organizations that consistently improve
performance, while impacting lives in such a way that people are better overall as she herself strives
to be a benefit to the world. In her own words, "I will make the impossible possible. I want to transform
lives and business exponentially (side-by-side) by developing innovative ecosystems that leverage
the digital economy and emerging technologies to produce mind-blowing results (products,
revenues, innovations).”
T. Canady Barton earned her MBA from Rice University's Jones Graduate School of Business (where
she received the Jones Citizenship and M.A. “Mike” Wright awards for leadership, exemplary service,
and significant contributions to the school) and a Bachelors of Science in Chemical Engineering from
Texas A&M University, where she is honored to be a lifetime member of the Lettermen's Association
and a Dwight Look College of Engineering Distinguished Scholar. A lifelong learner, she has also
received her executive certification in Strategy and Innovation from MIT, as well as recognition from
Harvard Business School for her studies focused on disruptive strategies. As she moves forward in her
career and personal life, her focus is on building a legacy that includes opening the door for
extraordinary opportunities and creating a path for others.

